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A high concentration of chromium atoms is found to stick to and diffuse into the silicon surface after a Sirtl etch. These impurity atoms can only partly be removed by the conventional HF etching followed by acetone rinsing. Sideways diffusion through the walls of the etched S pits have been proposed to account for this phenomenon.
PACS numbers: 66.30. Jt, 66.30.Ny, 61.70.Jc Chromium oxide has been extensively used as an oxidizer in the chemical etching of semiconductors for defect analysis and pattern delineation in device fabrication. We find that a high concentration of chromium atoms dissolve and diffuse near the semiconductor surface even if the etching process is performed at room temperature. The diffused chromium atoms locate at the substitutional lattice sites of the silicon and cannot be removed by conventional cleaning agents (e.g., in sequence ofHF etching and acetone rinsing). Cr in Si provides deep-impurity levels which may reduce the carrier lifetime and degrade the device performance.
In this work, ion backscattering and channeling have been used to study the diffusion of Cr in Si during chemical etching. The etchant as applied by Sirtl and Adler! consists of one part concentrated HF and one part Cr0 3 (5 M, 500 gI 1 of solution). The solubility and diffusion of Cr in Si after etching are too high to be explained by their room-temperature values which are extrapolated from the empirical equation obtained at high temperatures. The possible explanation is that the etching ofSi0 2 by HF exothermally releases local heat for the oxidation of Si by cr0 3 and the diffusion of Cr.
This local temperature near the reaction surface is much higher than the ambient temperature making diffusion easier. Furthermore, sideways diffusion through the etched S pits and oxidation enhanced diffusion are probably responsible by the high solubility ofCr atoms measured by ion backscattering.
A plot of the etch rate in a log scale versus liT, as shown in Fig. 1 , indicates that the etching rates at low temperatures are different for different surface atomic packings. Below 30 ·C, the etching rate in amorphous silicon is the highest, followed by the (111) plane, and the (100) is the slowest. The etching rate is consistent with the surface energies which in turn are determined by the cleavage technique 2 showing that the values for the Illl} surface are 1230, 1510 for the 111O}, and for the IlOO} 2130 ergs/cm2. At low temperatures, the surface removal rate may be slower than the diffusion rate of the oxidant in the liquid indicating a chemical reaction controlled process. Localized defects which are completely removed during an etch leave shallow flat bottomed features called saucers of Spits. 3 Figure 2 As the temperature increases the reaction rate at the surface becomes higher than the diffusion rate in the solid. The process is therefore diffusion limited. In this situation, variations in dissolution rate which depend on the properties of the solid (e.g., orientation, dislocation, and density, etc.) become irrelevant (as can be seen from the high-temperature parts of Fig. 1 ) resulting in a polishing etch.
The (100)-oriented Rutherford backscattering (RBS) spectrum of a freshly Sirtl-etched silicon surface, as shown in Fig. 3 , indicates that an oxide layer containing a high concentration of chromium atoms is remanent. A large reduction of the chromium peak can be seen if the oxide layer is removed by etching with a concentrated HF solution. The surface peak (the hatched area A of Fig. 3 ) in the aligned spectrum is due to the direct backscattering of the incident He + particle from silicon atoms displaced from their regular lattice sites into random positions. The displaced atoms per square centimeter in the dechanneling region near the surface is given by
where n is the height of the random spectrum at the surface, 8E the energy width of a channel, and [€] the stopping cross section. 5 Before etching in concentrated HF the areal density of Cr in the oxide layer is 2 X 10 16 cm -2 • After etching this value is reduced to 6.7x 1013 cm-2 • The Cr concentration at a depth of 950 A after etching as found from the spectrum is 3.4 X 10 18 cm -3. This value is incompatible with those given by Feichtinger 6 obtained from electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements.
The angular scan curves as measured in energy windows behind the surface peak of the channeling spectrum are shown in Fig. 4 . Although the statistical fluctuations are large for this small concentration of Cr atoms it can be noted that the angular scan curve of the impurity atoms match that the the host atoms. This measurement, which has been re- peated for several samples, reveals the fact that most of the Cr atoms are on substitionallattice sites. Substitutional diffusion is assumed to occur and to be associated with the simultaneous presence of interstitial diffusion supported by the migration of monovacancies in thermal equilibrium 7 according to the following chemical reaction:
interstitial impurity + vacancy +± substitutional impurity.
(2)
For diffusion into a medium with the boundary layer to be removed or etched in the direction of diffusion, the equation for determining the diffusion coefficient has the form Assuming that this diffusion equation still holds as low temperatures, we need a local temperature of T = 249 ·C to justify the diffusion coefficient as obtained at room-temperature etching. This local temperature at the reaction interface for exothermic chemical etchnig is likely. The diffusion coefficient as evaluated from Eq. (3) is very insensitive to the absolute values of the chromium source concentrations and the depth distribution since the etching rate is close to the diffusion rate. Consequently, a reasonable diffusion coefficient is obtained from the RBS spectrum even which shows an abnormally high solubility of Cr in Si.
The abnormally high solubility of Cr in Si obtained from the RBS spectrum after a Sirtl etching at room temperature cannot be explained from a simple consideration of a one-dimensional diffusion process. For the presence of etched saucer pits, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5 , we have in addition to the inward diffusion from the surface, a sideway diffusion from the walls of the pit wells. More point defects
